Hofmann/Whitmore Memorandum regarding Request for Permission for Team to Visit Guantanamo Detainees

MESSAGE NO. 05605  CLASSIFICATION SECRET/NOFORN No. Pages 2

FROM: Rodley, Carol A. S/ES 7-5301 7224
(Office name)  (Office symbol) (Extension) (Room number)

MESSAGE DESCRIPTION Hofmann/Whitmore Memorandum regarding Request for Permission for Team to Visit Guantanamo Detainees

TO: (Agency) DELIVER TO: Extension Room No.
OSD ________ Col. James A. Whitmore, USAF ________

FOR: CLEARANCE ☐ INFORMATION ☐ PER REQUEST ☐ COMMENT ☐

REMARKS: For action.

S/ES Officer
Carol A. Rodley